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HAIR
I left Africa carrying my skin
and my father’s thick ringlets
braids were for children,
tussled locks for grown women
eleven and unaware
a black child in a white playground
learns new words
girls flock to touch a tamed head
weaved by loving hands
and chemical cravings set in

rolled ready for feverish waves
who convert to straight
what a word
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OF BRUCE LEE AND CHUCK NORRIS

It was vocal mortal combat.
Soon as the bell gonged
for break, we rushed into
the mid-afternoon light,
split in two groups like rival
Kung-Fu schools hurling insults
across the playground divide.

The far-fetched ones of us
claimed Bruce Lee's mother
had loved Afro Beat, he was born
to Fela Kuti crooning
/ I no be gentleman at all oh! /
so fluid were his movements,
the Ogun River in his veins.
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The stoic ones of us
praised his grim focus
and strict solemnity
when commencing battle,
the desert-viper still
of his face, a ruthless,
absolute, governing of his mind.

The street-smart ones of us
acted out his swagger,
his taunting of rivals,
hopping foot to foot,
so Okonkwo-like was his spirit
brawling, brash, brazen,
our rebels ruled his bones.

The learned ones of us
lectured on unity: we fought
for independence, survived civil war
but allowed the divide
and rule trick to stay / they're using
martial arts to confuse us! /
but should they have to choose,
Bruce would be their guy.
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And the wild ones of us
who cared even less for rhythm
than we did for stillness, spirit
or discourse, us, who never learned
to tame our tongues shouted
/ Oyinbo! / –
how Chuck Norris was just too white.
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COAST

Had we not taken the slow middle path
stretching inland from the broken neck

of the archipelago, the shape of a fish
on a hook, one eye brimming with betrayal;

had we travelled to that province, cut out
like a stolen wing, egg blue on the map,

where some trade freely and others are cattle,
and had taken the road to Saltpond or Winneba

from the Keta Lagoon, we might have rolled
like gold coins on the thin lip of the shore.

Instead, we sailed back across the lines,
the sore red lines of our would-be captors.
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